
ANGELA WILLCOCKS
ASSIGNMENT 2

SHAPE, LETTER AND SQUARE
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS

THIS IS A 3 PART PROJECT

1. Choose 2 shapes from the envelope 
2. Create a new Adobe Illustrator document
3. copy the shapes using the pen tool - make sure you are closing your object.
4. Create  6  3” x  3” squares on a single 8" x 11.5" document.
5. Place one shape inside of the other, copy and place into 2 of the square
6. reverse the shape placement and place into 2 other squares
7. Choose 2 combinations from the above directions
8. Now color your squares - 2 warm colors - swap
9. 2 cool - swap
10. 2 complimentary colors - swap
11. save document as a pdf, save document as an .ai document. export document for web
12. upload and post on your blog.

Homework

1. Create  6  3” x  3” squares  and place them on an 8" x 11.5" document.
• Use the align tool to make sure they are equidistant

2. Choose a letter that represents who you are - use only those on your computer Increase 
the size of your letter
Using the letter of your name change the composition of the box.

• The idea is to change the relationship of the letter to the square so that we no longer see 
the box as a letter in / and the box – they  will be interacting with each other in the area. 
Becoming on unit. Think negative and positive space

• Use pencils or pen to create at least 3 roughs for each square
• Choose 1 or 4 typefaces that relate to your animal and blow them up using the 

Character panel or transform tools.
• Use your layers to separate what you are working on.
• Choose different color combinations


